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1. INTRODUCTION

This paper is prepared as a part of the study related to a sur
vey on Japanese Shield Tunneling, which was carried out by
the Japanese Society of ,Soil Mechanics and Foundation Engi
neering - Committee on "Underground Construction in Soft
Ground" (JSSMFE TC-28). °

The first use of the shield tunneling method in Japanese cit
ies was in 1958 for theconstruction of an underground railway
tunnel. In subsequent years, an increasing number of tunnels in
urban areas have been constructed using the shield tunneling
method due tp such advantages as fewer adverse effects on sur
face traffic than the cut and cover tunneling method and the
shield method’s applicability for deep tunnels, the construction
of which is necessitated by the limited availability of shallow
underground -space. _Most tunneling works in urban areas have
been conducted usingthe shield method in recent years and as
many as some 200 shield tumieling machines were manufac
tured in Japan in 1993. The current application of the shield
tunneling method is reviewed in this paper.

2. SHIELD TUNNELING MACHINERY AND APPLICABLE SOIL TYPES 1
The first shield tunneling machine (shield) used was a

manual-type with an open face. The slurry-shield was devel
oped in the 1960s, followed by the development of the earth
pressure balanced shield (E.P.B. shield) in the 1970s. Those

shields which have so far been used in Japan are shown in
Table l (JSCE, 1986) and the machines are classified based on
the face-support method and cutting method. The face-support
method and cutting method of the most typical shields are illus
trated in Fig. l to Fig. 4 (JSSMFE, 1992).

The slurry shield and E.P.B. ‘shield are classified together as
the closed face-type shield. The latter intends the securing of a
stable face by means of applying a constant pressure to the
earth to be dug and is defined as a shield equipped with a exca
vation mechanism to dig _the ground, a mixing mechanism to
agitate the dug soil, a discharge mechanism to discharge the
dug soil and a control mechanism to give a certain degree of
binding strength to the dug soil. In some cases, the E.P.B shield
tumieling method uses soil additives to increase the plasticity
of the dug soil.

In comparison, the slurry shield circulates pressurized slurry
to stabilize the face while transporting the dug soil in a fluid
form. It is defined as a shield equipped with an excavation
mechanism to dig the ground, an agitating mechanism for the
dug soil, a slurry _feed mechanism to circulate the slurry, a
slurry processing mechanism to process the slurry transported
after initial excavation and a slurry adjustment mechanism to
feed the face with slurry of predetemtined properties.

The past use of shields in Japan is shown in Fig. 5 (JTA,
1988). The use of open type shield which used to be accompa
nied by auxiliary construction measures began to markedly de
cline around 1970 and the use of closed-type shield accounts
for 90% of shield tumieling work today. '

Table 1 Classification of shield tunneling machine

1

i i Face I i Method of Excavationl Stabilization of cutting face Digging Method
Manual  Hood + Earth Retaining Jack -l- Hand

Fully Open Semi-Mechanical  Hood + Earth Retaining Jack  Back Hoe, etc.

Mechanical  Cutter Disk or Spoke  Revolving Cutter

Shield Partially Open* Blind  Steel bulkhead with slit -i-' Propulsion

E.P.B.  Dug Soil + Cutter Disk or  Revolving CutterClosed Q Spoke + (Additives) ESlurry I
Slurry + Cutter Disk or Spoke  Revolving Cutter
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Fig. l Fully open-type shield (manual)
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Fig. 3 Partially open-type shield (blind)

As closed-type shield maintains both the water and earth
pressures by means of closing the face by the bulkhead, defor
mation of the ground at the face can be reduced. With the suc
cessful development of a system to control both the water and
earth pressures at the face and also a system to measure the
amount of dug soil, appropriate digging control has now ‘be
come possible. Consequently, the shield tunneling method is
now applicable for those ground conditions which previously
prevented such application. The applicability of the different
types of shield is suggested in Table 2 (JSSMFE, 1992).

3. SEGMENTS

The shield tunneling method uses 2 types of lining, i.e. pri
mary lining and secondary lining. In the case of the primary
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Fig. 2 Closed-type shield (E.P.B.)
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lining, blocks called segments are assembled into a ring_ inside
the shield tail section. The secondary lining is made in a ring
shape with cast-in-place concrete. 'I

Table 3 Segment types

There are different types of segments based on the material, Material Sectional Fonn I Joint ` A
sectional form and joints used as shown in Table 3 (Yamamoto, _ S I _ ` _ . '_ r ~
M., 1990). Fig. 8 shows the correlation between the segment we _ _ B°x`TyP° (C°’°`TyP°) S‘mghtB°M°‘"‘
materials _and outer diameter sizes, ln general, steel segments ' SPh¢“°a1 Gfafm Cas* IM - Plane-Type - Curved Bon Joim
are mainly used for small tunnels with an ' outer diameter of _ R inf gd C t (RC) _ _ _ P- _M . _ _
upto 3m while RC segments are mainly used for tunnels with a C Oni owe e Comlgmd Type In omce Jolm
medium or large diameter of 4m or more. ' C°”1P°5“° - Hi|`|E°»(K11UCkl¢)Joint

As the shield tunneling method is often employed for sewer (Stee1_F Conmte) `
work in Japan, the Japan Society of Civil Engineers (J SCE) and
Japan Sewage Works Association have designated the standard (C=Sf1f°“ + C°“°f°‘°) Sw Fig- 6 5” Fig- 7
steel and RC segments for shield tunneling work.° 'I o ' 1  OM G QA o 1 Q _ |iI ' ® Qf”. ' ° Q '7 ’ 0

O

O

Box-Shaped Segment Rectangular-Shaped Segment Corrugated-Shaped Segment

Fig. 6 Sectional forms of segments
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Straight Bolt Joint Straight Bolt Joint A .1Q -_ s ' AZ3 !
Curved Bolt Joint Monica Joint Hinge (Knuckle) Joint pin I Q"

Fig. 7 Joint types for segments
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Fig. 8 Correlation between segment materials and
outer diameter sizes



4. BACK-FILLIN G

4.1 Objectives of Back-Filling _ _
Back-filling has 3 main objectives, i.e. (1) prevention of

ground deformation mainly originating from tail void, (2) es
tablishmentof segment lining stability by uniforming the earth
pressure and (3) improvement of water cut-off performance of
a tunnel.

Ground deformation following shield tunneling work is a
complex phenomenon caused by multiple factors, including
ground conditions, project design conditions' and construction
techniques used, and it is therefore difficult to quantify defor
mation by each cause. Nevertheless, it is no exaggeration to say
that poor quality back-filling work is the main factor for ground
deformation in the case of closed-type shield tunnelingwork.
This causal relationship can be understood by the fact that de
formation (or localized collapse) of the ground around the tail
void, where a state of non-supported excavation temporarily
occurs, represents the largest release of ground stress. Uniform
back-filling into the void behind the segment is, therefore, es
sential to achieve uniformity of the working extemal force
(earth pressure) which is considered one of the most important
objectives of back-filling.

Insufficient back-filling makes water leakage from the back
of the segment more likely to occur. Such water leakage not
only makes it difficult touse a tunnel but also generates ground
deformation through groundwater migration or settlement.

4.2 Back-Filling Materials
Any back-filling material should have certain properties

which, amongothers, include (1) very little likelihood of caus
ing such material separation as bleeding, (2) small volume re
duction rate following hardening after filling, (3) early estab
lishment of uniform strength equivalent to that of the ground,
(4) superior fluidity, (5) superior filling performance (ideally, a
good filling performance within a limited space), (6) good wa
ter-tightness and (7) non-pollutive and inexpensive. It is impor
tant to identify the most required properties when selecting
back-filling materials based on the ground and construction
conditions.

Table 4 classifies back-filling materials based on the grout
ing method while Fig. 9 shows the types of back-filling materi
als used between 1985 and 1991 vis-a-vis different soil types.
At the beginni-ng of the shield tunneling method, the 1.0 shot
type back-filling materials, typically represented by mixture of
cement and bentonite, were mainly used. In more recent years,
however, the 1.5 shot-type back-filling materials have been
popularly used because of their flexibility in tenns of fluidity
and gel time adjustment.

There are 2 types of 1.5 shot-type back-filling mate1ials,'i.e.
consolidated type and plastic type. The latter is filled into the
tail void using its characteristic of solid properties when static
but liquid properties when pressurized.

Table 4 Classification of back-filling materials by
filling method

Back Filling 1.0 Shot 1 Cement Mortar Family
Materials

1.5 Shot - Water Glass -I: ConsolidatedPlastic

(Number of
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Fig. 9 Relationship between back-filling materials
and (soil types
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Fig. 10 Back-filling system from shield concturently
with digging

4.3 Back-Filling Work _
Back-filling can be conducted either via the grouting pipe

mounted to the shield or grouting holes on the segments (Fig.
10 (Yamamoto, M., 1990)).

There are also 2 types of back-filling depending on the tim
ing of grouting, i.e. concurrently with digging and after dig
ging. Selection of the appropriate type of back-filling is mainly
based on soil conditions with the purpose of minimizing
ground deformation. The relationship between soil types and
timing of back-filling is shown in Fig. 11 based on actual work
in the past.

i) Grouting from Shield Concurrently with Digging
In view of the objectives of back-filling, this type of grout

ing is the most ideal as there is no time lag between the occur
rence of the tail void and grouting operation. The grouting pipe
is generally mounted outside the shield.

ii) Grouting from Grouting Holes in Segments Concurrently
with Digging

In the case of this type, back-filling is conducted through the



grouting holes in segments as soon as these holes are detached
from the shield tail. In some cases, the grouting_holes are skil
fully arranged to minimize the time lag between the occurrence
of the tail void and grouting of such void.

iii) Grouting after Digging I
In this case, the grouting is conducted every time the dig

ging of one ring section has been completed.

iv) Groutingfrom Rear _
Grouting is conducted through the grouting holes on the

segment ring which is located several segmental rings behindthe shield. ,
The order of preference to achieve the most ideal back-frll

ing are from i) to iv) with type i) being the most preferable.
Nevertheless, the selection of the most appropriate back-filling
method must take not only ground conditions but also easy
maintenance of the grouting system and possible constraints of
the sectional profile and/or tail seal structure into proper con
sideration.

5. AUXILIARY CONSTRUCTION MEASURES

In _conducting shield tunneling work, it is often necessary to
employ auxiliary construction measures to strengthen the
ground and to reduce the permeability of ground at the depar
ture p'oint, arrival point and other places where the working
conditions are very severe. Table 5 (Futamura, A., 1984) shows
the auxiliary construction measures most frequently used with
shieldf tunneling workand their characteristics.
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Fig. 12 shows the relationship between the shield tunneling
measures and auxiliary construction measures employed at the
departure and arrival points. At these points, the injection and
poking hole construction method and chemical feed construc
tion measures are frequently used. Fig. 13 shows the ratios of

Table 5 Types and characteristics of auxiliary
construction measures

Construction Measures Characteristics
- Prevention of seepage water at the face I

(sandy soil; cohesive soil)

- Soil retaining at the face (cohesive soil)
- Increase of ground strength by means of

dewatering

Compressed Air

Groundwater Level - Lowering of groundwater level
Lowering _ (sandy soil)
Chemical Grouting -° Prevention of seepage water at the face
Jet#Grouting (sandy soil)

- Increased adhesion of ground (sandy soil)

- Reduced air permeability of ground
(sandy soil)

- Increased strength of ground

(sandy soil; cohesive soil)

Freezing - Prevention of seepage water at the face
- Increased strength of ground

'Segment
86.1%

Cohesive Soil (230 Cases)

Segment
` 83.2%

Sandy Soil (227 Cases)

Machine Side Machine Side
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Fig. 11 Relationship between back-filling timing and soil types
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the employment of auxiliary construction measures for the.
general tunnel section, excluding the above 2 particularly
points, which is constructed using the shield tunneling method.
The non-use ratio of auxiliary construction measures is particu
larly high in the case of the closed-type shield tunneling
method. Fig. 14 shows the ratios of the employment of auxil
iary construction measures under such special construction
conditions as cutter-bit replacement section, low earth cover
section, sharply curved section, and section with an adjacent
structure, etc. The-injection and poking hole construction
method and chemical feed method are frequently used at sec
tions with adjacent structures as in the case of the departure and
arrival points.

(Number of
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Fig. 12 Relationship between shield turmeling method and
auxiliary construction methods (I)

(departure and arrival points)

6. TRENDS OF TECHNOLOGICAL DEVELOPMENT

The sectional form of the shield tunnel used to be predomi
nantly circular but technological progress in recent years has 
made it possible to employ irregular-shaped shield tunneling
methods, including the rectangular shield tunneling method
(Fig. 15), oval shield tunneling method (Fig. 6) and dual circu
lar shield tunneling methods such as the Multi-circuler Face
(MF) shield tunneling method (Fig. 17 (Yamamoto, M., l990))
and Double-O-Tube (DOT) shield tunneling method to meet
specific planning conditions and to achieve the maximum use
of underground space. '

Moreover, the enlarging-turmel shield (Fig. 18 (Yamamoto,
M., -1990) has been developed to cut the wide effective tunnel
space in the ground and has already been put into practical use,
attracting much attention as a construction method which
eradicates wasteful space and/or replaces the conventional cut
and cover tunneling method.

The newly developed "extruded concrete lining" (ECL)
construction method which does not use segments for lining is
situated somewhere between the shield method and NATM
method and is lately being given much attention as a construc
tion method possessing the advantages of both the shield and
NATM methods. Although the ECL method still has problems
with high water pressure and sharply curved sections, it is more
economical than the shield tunneling method using segments.
Its technology is also highly regarded vis-a-vis the possibility
of containing adverse effects on the environment, including
ground subsidence.

7. .CONCLUDING REMARKS

Because of the extremely high density of urban infrastruc
ture and buildings, large cities in Japan frequently demand tun
neling work which often encounters difficult conditions. Tech
nological development of the shield tunneling method has been
actively promoted to combat such difhcult conditions and the
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Fig. 13 Relationship between shield tunneling method and
auxiliary construction measures (H)

(general section of tunnel)
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Fig. 14 Relationship between shield tunneling method and
auxiliary construction measures (Il)

(under special construction conditions)
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Fig. 15 Rectangular shield tunneling method
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Fig. 17 MF Shield tunneling method
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" Fig. 18 Enlarging-turmel shield

shield tunneling method hasbecome essential for the constru¢_
tion of all types of urban structures. In fact, the above review of
the shield tunneling technology in Japan only features the
present state of technological development which is expected
to make further progress in the future.
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